Starting the Search:
A Nonprofit’s Journey to
New Accounting Software

There comes a time in the life of a nonprofit where the
organization needs to re-evaluate its accounting software.
Most CFOs or financial directors only need to undertake
this sort of project once or twice in a career. They tend
to be keenly aware of the impact a faulty decision can
play on both the productivity of their nonprofit and
the organizational confidence in their leadership, so a
thorough vetting process and plan is key. But where do
you start to make that plan? Below are some ideas to
guide that process.
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Can you just get by?
Adopting new accounting software requires a methodical investigation: a notable investment of time by key
organization leaders with possible resource and budget impacts. Many times nonprofit executives are tempted
to continue on with their current systems to avoid tackling the overwhelming software selection process, but
there are many good reasons to move forward with such a search. Sometimes a modern system can create
enough efficiencies to provide a meaningful return on the investment, as well as enable new opportunities
that were not previously available. Significant changes in an organization itself may justify a purchase. These
could include the desire to add new programs, or the growth of existing programs, or a recent merger with
another organization with similar missions—a growing trend over the last decade. The need to diversify funding
and add additional funding streams such as new grants with complex reporting requirements also drives the
need for new systems—inflexible reporting can limit the number and types of grants your team can manage.
Lastly, if the system you are currently using is not keeping pace with modern technical advances or has been
retired by a new owner or investor at the software vendor, you may lose the system all together, or just the
capacity for the technology to integrate with other important systems critical to your daily operations. Any of
these organizational shifts may signal a need for a search for new software. But there are, of course, many
other day-to-day scenarios which can be impactful enough to justify an upgrade in systems.
Work with your team to understand if your organization is in any of the following situations:
•

Double Data Entry? Are you doing a lot of double-entry due to having fundraising and mission-critical
applications that are not well integrated into your accounting system?

•

Adequate System Controls: Do your system access controls match your internal
controls processes?

•

Reliance on Spreadsheets: Does your staff spend hours each week tracking dollars in multiple
spreadsheets to generate financial statements outside of your accounting system? Are they manually
reconciling fund balances?

•

Flexible Reports: Is it easy for your team to pull together reports for board members or management
using report-only data access in your accounting tool? Can you adapt them quickly?

•

Nonprofit Needs: Does your organization have specialized needs not met by off-the-shelf accounting
software designed for commercial organizations such as budgeting for outcome measurements and
reporting across multiple time periods for grants?

Know your purchase priorities
Once you are moving forward, talk to your staff and develop a comprehensive list of the issues you are having
with accounting and reporting, and the key new functionality that you are looking for. Sort the desired features
into a rubric that will hone your search in line with the organization’s priorities: Highlight those gaps that are
wasting the most amount of time, or that would help create new efficiencies or opportunities. Define those
that would be nice to have but not critical. Be clear on the essential needs versus the merely beneficial additions
so that when you complete the process, your team’s critical needs and real issues are met with genuine solutions.
Then review the list a few times throughout the process to make sure you stay focused on the critical criteria.
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Starting Considerations
Here are some other key aspects to consider as you narrow your list of accounting software to explore:
Cloud Accessibility: Cloud computing helps drive down the cost of IT management, typically has more built-in
security, and helps provide the “anywhere, anytime, any device” access required by the modern work environs.
Consider how much time your IT team is spending upgrading servers or managing poorly integrated systems
to consider if a move to the cloud could help them focus on other needed projects. However, the cloud alone
does not fix your accounting needs—be sure any cloud accounting is also built for nonprofit accounting.
Enhanced Security Needs: With a recent rise in nonprofit fraud detailed in national publications, any new
system should both augment your internal controls and improve technical security features. If you are running
your accounting on a server in a utility closet, it may be time to take a harder look at your vulnerabilities. Moving
to a cloud solution can often boost security, as most cloud hosting facilities have many physical and technical
layers of security, as well as system redundancies and uptime guarantees, helping you feel more secure that your
data is safe from natural disasters. In addition, some of the most popular off-the-shelf accounting solutions
have very limited audit trail functionality.
Real Fund Accounting: Fund accounting helps nonprofits maintain balancing multiple funds within a single
organizational system. The need for real fund accounting is a primary reason growing nonprofits decide to
change software. If your organization has the need to track and report on multiple funding sources across
different time frames or multiple fiscal years, and are functioning in spreadsheets to make it all work, you would
be well served by real fund accounting built specifically for nonprofit or government entities. Similarly, if you
need to track performance of multiple programs, departments, and functions separately, consider a system
that sets your staff free from error-prone spreadsheet maintenance. Many commercial software packages will
claim to be nonprofit-ready with work arounds or reporting overlays—determine if the system is really built for
nonprofit accounting or if the work around will be more hassle than helpful.
Growth: Will your new system meet you where you are going? What will you need in five years? Do you have
any expanded programs, locations, or other software purchases that you will want to make sure you can
accommodate? Purchasing a low cost commercial system can be tempting, but if you outgrow it in two years
and have to revisit the software again, it may be costlier to the organization in time and capital outlay than if
you purchased a system that can grow with you.
Full Integration:—Examine your mission-critical systems that will need to interface with your accounting data,
such as fundraising, client billing, student tracking, etc. Be sure to ask your vendor candidates if their system
has the capacity to integrate with each critical tool in your system—particularly if those integrations will create
substantial efficiencies for your organization.
Vendor Stability: What is the history of the company you are buying from? Are they privately held by investors
who may sell the company? There is a trend of consolidation in technology companies, and investor backed
companies are most at risk of being acquired and their products put to pasture. Understand the vendor’s status,
so you understand the stability of the software you are investing in. If they are a publically traded company,
you can examine their financials. Confirm that the company is stable, growing and investing in the development
of the solution you are considering.
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Evaluating Pricing
Software pricing is notoriously complex. Buyers can be surprised by the various services required beyond the
software itself. Below is a guide to the common components in a new software purchase contract. Be sure
that you understand the definitions specifically. “Technical Support” used to mean a phone number to call
with problems, but vendors now offer a wide variety of delivery systems to help customers without waiting
on hold—be sure to understand what each vendor means for each component. In addition, each vendor’s
prices are based on different factors, so it can be hard to formulate direct comparisons. A good way to compare
prices directly is to determine a basic configuration that works for your organization from each vendor (that is,
has all the basic components, but not any wish-list add-ons) and add up all of the up-front, one-time costs for
each solution. This includes software licensing, any needed hardware and its supporting systems, related
implementation and integration work, and primary staff training. Then total three additional years of the ongoing
costs for each solution. This is likely to be made up of maintenance and support, any supplemental training
for advanced or new staff, and licensing subscriptions. By looking at both the one time and ongoing costs
over several years, you can begin to understand the total costs to the organization for the immediate future.
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SOFTWARE LICENSING

This is the “cost” of using the software. This is usually a one-time cost for
a “perpetual” license, or a monthly or annual subscription.

MAINTENANCE

This is typically an annual fee to pay for improvements for your system
in the time you own it as well as to accommodate and adapt to new
regulatory changes.

DATA CONVERSION

This is the cost for filtering and aligning the accounting data from your old
system into your new software. Variables include how many years back
you want imported.

CONSULTING

Consulting fees include professional advice on the best way to support
your needs in your new system, including the most productive chart of
accounts set up for your reporting.

IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES

These are typically one-time costs associated with setting up your new
system. Sometimes this item on a proposal includes data conversion and
chart of account setup in it. Be sure to ask what is included.

TRAINING

Instruction to use the new system for your specific needs. Training can be
delivered in a variety of ways, in person, or online live, or though recorded
videos. Weigh the preferred mode with its associated costs. Typically,
the more hands-on and tailored to your organization’s specific needs, the
greater the cost.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Technical or product support is a user’s way of getting help using the
software. Support can be delivered by phone, by email, or by chat
function. Ask what is included and what will cost extra.
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Subscription Pricing vs. Perpetual Licensing
The latest dynamic in software pricing is a switch from a one-time cost for a perpetual license that typically
requires ongoing maintenance and support annual costs, usually a percentage of value of the initial purchase.
Subscriptions are a fixed annual fee leasing the software for your use, renewable after each contract. Subscriptions
are attractive to nonprofits as they can be rolled into daily operating expenses rather than requiring a capital
outlay for the new investment, preserving resources. Market dynamics are showing that an ongoing renewable
subscription driving vendors to deeper customer engagement and concern with customer satisfaction to keep
their clients happy since subscriptions mean clients have less invested up front and are more apt to change
systems if they are not satisfied rather than “making do” after a large investment.
Total Cost: Resist letting the “list price” alone dictate your investment. Work to understand your current accounting
and reporting processes so you can understand how the initial investment may save staff time or internal cost
savings over time, or how a low cost software will create additional security process or data entry.

Requesting a Demonstration
A key part of any software purchase needs to be the viewing of a product demonstration. While many groups
opt for an online generic product overview as a starting point, to understand the fundamentals of a system,
once you have narrowed down your options you should request a demonstration specifically tailored to you
needs. Prepare questions in advance of a viewing so you can make sure that the specific needs your team
outlined are met by the system.

Requesting References
You don’t have to just take a salesperson’s word for it—you can learn about real client’s experiences and
opinions about a product. Ask to speak to a current customer who is using the systems you are investigating.
You may want to talk to someone in leadership who relies on the end reports as well as someone who uses
the system for day to day accounting tasks to understand how satisfied the entire team is with the product.
Customer references help you understand the client’s total relationship with a company. Try to learn about the
user’s experience with support, account management, and ongoing development of the product, as well as
satisfaction with the software.

Using a Reseller or Consultant
Certified consultants provide services before, during, and after you purchase software. Consultants who
are official Partners of a vendor are recognized as experts you can trust to assist you with the evaluation,
implementation, and training on that vendor’s product. These partners can often provide additional services
like customizing or optimizing the system for your organization’s specific needs, and supporting you after your
team is actively using your new system. Experienced consultants that have been certified by the vendor can provide
a single point of contact for the entire cycle of a software purchase. It can be an advantage to use them as a
single point of contact throughout the process, including system evaluation; chart of account design, product
implementation, and data conversion; and training your team on the new system. This helps a nonprofit feel
confident that the same person selling the software is confident and responsible in its set up and support.
Resellers or consultants also often provide additional services such as building integrations with your other
systems and supporting you after your team is actively using your new accounting solution.
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Conclusion
Most significant investment choices take time and effort to get right, and this process is no exception. Any big
investment requires some time and effort. There is no question that a search takes time and effort. However,
careful consideration of the vendor and the accounting system’s ability to meet your needs in the present and
the future will pay off in dividends. These guidelines should help you craft a thorough evaluation plan and a
deeper understanding of the risks and opportunities that come with new nonprofit accounting software.

About Blackbaud
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peer-to-peer fundraising, corporate social responsibility, school management, ticketing, grantmaking, financial management, payment
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This white paper is for informational purposes only.
Blackbaud makes no warranties, expressed or
implied, in this summary. The information contained
in this document represents the current view of
Blackbaud, Inc., on the items discussed as of the
date of this publication.
All Blackbaud product names appearing herein are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Blackbaud,
Inc. The names of actual companies and products
mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their
respective owners.

Financial Edge NXT™
Cloud-Based Innovation, Fund Accounting Expertise
Financial Edge NXT is a total cloud accounting solution designed to meet the unique needs of nonprofits
and government entities. Built on Blackbaud’s more than three decades of expertise and experience,
Financial Edge NXT delivers the industry’s best tools to manage financial reporting, monitor and track
program success, support fundraising efforts, and ensure overall integrity for your organization.
Discover why more than 6,000 nonprofits trust Blackbaud to manage their accounting needs.

Inspire Confidence through Fast, Flexible Reporting
Provide your finance staff with timely, actionable data to help you make the most of existing resources
and identify opportunities to grow your mission. Configurable dashboards enable you to monitor income
statements, program-to-expense ratios, cash balances, and other key performance metrics. And you can
easily share presentation ready reports to team members across your organization, and adapt reports to
meet the unique needs of your funders and other key stakeholders.

Maintain Data Integrity with Blackbaud SKY™
Take your data with you on any device with Blackbaud SKY—our secure cloud—for convenient access to
your applications on the go. Blackbaud SKY gives you streamlined accountability and delivers a seamless
user experience, connecting your entire organization with one modern, open cloud. Blackbaud manages,
safeguards, and updates the cloud infrastructure, ensuring that your applications are always available,
secure, and up-to-date with the latest enhancements.

Manage More Grants and Programs with Less Effort
Track and report revenue and expenses at the grant or program level without complicating your chart of
accounts. With Financial Edge NXT, you’ve got the best grant management solution on your side, making
it easier to track grant reimbursements, capture and require custom grant information, manage grant
reporting requirements, and more.

